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ASOCE joins
lobby effort
By PATSTIMAC
Lamron Writer

OCE is now a member of an association that will lobby for the
common interest of its member schools at various levels of government, including the State Legislature.
The ASOCE Senate overwhelmingly approved a motion to make
OCE a member of the governing board of the Oregon Schools of Higher
Education, last Monday, Jan. 20.
By a 20-2 vote the senate did all but commit funds to the association
which is comprised of the University of Oregon, Oregon State
Lmversity, Eastern Oregon State College. Portland State UniverSl j V. 0re8°" Institute of Technology, Southern Oregon College
8
and Oregon College of Education.
The governing board will consist of the student body president of
each school with each member's vote counting once. However ASOCE
president Ken Irvin is undecided whether he himself will go or appoint
someone to represent OCE. If he does appoint someone that person
would have to be approved by the OCE senate and the governing board

Beginning construction of OCE's new auditorium, to
be located behind the Campus
Elementary School.

Board
adopts
changes
The ASOCE Social Board has
adopted some changes in their
new policies on advice from the
Executive Board and Senate,
according to Roy Com best, Social
Board Chairman.
The main change is that
instead of setting an age limit or
a set number of guests an OCE
student is allawed to have at an
OCE dance, the policy now
reads: ''Non-college persons may
attend an OCE dance when ac
companied by and as a guest of
OCE students. OCE students are
responsible for the actions of
their guests."

Nance hearing
set for Friday
The second Faculty Welfare
Committee hearing focusing on
testimony concerning the ter
mination of OCE professor Dr.
John Nance will be held begin
ning at 8:30 a.m. Friday, Jan. 24,
in Room 245 of Todd Hall. The
hearing is expected to last all day
and is open to the public.
Nance was fired as a professor
of education at the end of the 197374 academic year. He has ap
pealed some details concerning
his termination, and the Oregon
Court of Appeals has instructed
OCE to investigate the matter.
OCE President Leonard Rice
chose the Faculty Welfare
Committee to investigate the
case.

I

Besides a person to be a member of the governing board, the senate
committed at least one student a week to be present during legislative
sessions provided a representative to attend meetings of the State
Board of Higher Education and voted to participate in other activities
as directed by the governing board.
Ruth Odegaard, senate chairperson, said Tuesday that she was in
gl,Vlng the lobby a chance as
as no funds are committed
If it looks as though it will be detremental to OCE we will pull out as
fast as possible," Miss Odegaard said.
She along with ASOCE Senator Lane Shetterly and many other
senators, seem to take the viewpoint that OCE should give it a chance.
Ken Rvin, ASOCE president, also seems to take the wait and see
attitude He doesn t see where OCE will really benefit, but seemed
willing to give it a chance.
Lobbying is actually nothing new to OCE. Throughout legislative
sessions in the past OCE students have lobbied for certain issues
according to OCE President Leonard Rice. Rice emphasized that the
administration will not "directly or indirectly influence the lobbying
issues of the students." He said it is strictly a student thing.
Rice said he can be added to the long list of people who are adopting
the wait and see attitude. He did mention that all other tries at lob
bying, even collective lobbying, haven't worked too well. He cited one
try in the 1960's where a single student from University of Oregon tried
to represent all the state schools, a situation that didn't work too well
Eastern Oregon State College is taking pretty much the same view
as OCE, according to Senate Chairperson Odegaard. They will belong
to and support the association as long as they feel that their school is in
no way being hurt by the action taken. Portland State University was
also hedgy about joining, but only because they already have a lob
bying group.
All other member institutions have expressed their backing for the
organizatiom In fact, UO and SOC have already committed money,
$2,100 from Oregon and $500 from SOC.

Legislature aiming to boost economy
Editor's note: This is the final installment of a two-part series
focusing on the 1975 Oregon Legislature. Last week's story
looked at a few of the bills that Rep. Bob Marx, D-Philomath, is
planning to sponsor. This week's article will contain information
from both Marx and Sen. Cliff Trow, D-Corvallis.

By DICK SOULES
Lamron Writer

Dominating the current session of the Oregon Legislature are
plans to boost Oregon's ailing economy. Rep. Bob Marx, DPhilomath and Sen. Cliff Trow, D-Corvallis, are both preparing
legislation dealing with the economy as well as other areas of
interest to Polk County residents.
Trow hopes to obtain an improved salary package for faculty
members in the state schools to help offset the impact of
inflation and recession on college faculty. Trow will be serving
as vice chairman of the Education Committee and feels that a
substantial improvement can be made in the salary package.
Legislation is being planned that would provide some state
funds to communities for the fire protection of state property
such as OCE. Currently the city of Monmouth pays for all city
fire protection at OCE but the school doesn'"t pay any city taxes.
Trow indicated that similar legislation had been inroduced
every session since 1954 and had not yet passed.
Trow will be serving on the Local Government and Election
Committee from which he expects a package of reform
legislation to come.
Marx indicated that he also plans to introduce some
legislation affecting elections. His two bills would allow post
card registraton to vote and door to door canvassing for voters
registration. Such practices are currently against Oregon law.
Marx would like to see an increase in the support by the state
for mental health, possibly up to the 75 per cent level. Funds for
mental health would come from liquor sales.
At the request of the AFL-CIO Marx is preparing legislation
that would exempt such things as social security benefits,
retirement funds and pensions from inheritance taxes. These
funds are currently being taxed despite a recent court ruling
that social security benefits are non-taxable.
Public financing of elections is a current issue in the
legislature and a bill that would affect such financing is in the

planning stages according to Marx. Oregon citizens would have
a political credit account set up in their name that could be used
to finance campaigns.
To obtain funds a candidate would be required to go from door
to door and convince people to donate part of their political fund
to finance his campaign. Marx sees a definite benefit in this
system because it brings the candidates into direct contact
with the voters. He currently opposes outright public financing
of campaigns.
An effort is underway to change the procedure in which minor
traffic violations are handled. The proposed bill will eliminate
trial by jury in minor traffic cases and is designed to speed up
the entire judicial process. Marx feels that currently too much
time is spent on minor offenses and that the new procedures will
speed up the process and will be fair to violators.
A proposed revision of the Oregon Motor Vehicles Code comes
before the legislature during this session. The code now in effect
was drawn up in the 1930's and is outdated in many areas ac
cording to Marx. Marx said that Oregon ranks 48th in uniformity
of vehicle laws in the country. He indicated that drivers from
other states often have trouble with Oregon traffic laws because
of the large number of differences.
A number of consumer bills are scheduled to come before the
legislature. A bill on unit pricing that failed during the last
session will be resubmitted according to Marx. During the last
session Marx said he supported the bill but is no longer sure if it
is worth the expense it will add to the consumer's grocery bill.
Legislation is being submitted that would require savings and
loan institutions to pay interest on escrow payments. This same
bill passed the Senate last session but was killed before it
reached the House.
A study is underway to determine the effects of exemptions on
personal income and property taxes. A number of current
exemptions are being recommended for repeal such as mobile
cranes, U. S. defense contract materials and commercial
facilities under construction.
Marx hopes that low interest loans will be made available for
the reforestation of lands affected by the Tussock moth. He also
hopes to see additional funds supplied for reforestation of state
and private lands.
These bills are just a few of the many that will come before the
legislature this session dealing with a large number of topics
that are of concern to Oregonians.

Financial aids

Need money? Apply now
Seminar Date Error Corected - The Natural Science Seminar
scheduled on the winter calendar for Monday, Jan. 27, will be held
Tuesday, Jan 28. Dr. Emery N. Castle of OSU will speak on
"Material Resources, Ecology and Economy" at noon in NS 103.
I lawn. Albert to Star - Edward Albert and Goldie Hawn will star in
"Butterflies Are Free," to be shown in the College Center Pacific
Room at 6:15 p.m. and 9 p.m. Friday. A chapter of the Buck Rogers
serial will also be shown. Adult admission is $1.

SA Applications Available - Any sophomore, junior or senior with a
CPA of 2.5 or above may apply to be a student assistant. Applications
can be picked up in the Cottage. Information can be obtained from
Dean Judy Osborne in the Cottage, (ext. 221).
Megargel to Play - Esther Megargel, a senior student in music
education will present a piano recital tonight at 8 p.m. in the Music
Hall Auditorium. The program will include the collection of "Vision's
Fugitives" Opus 22, by Prokofiev and "Sonata Pathitique," Opus 13,
by Beethoven. Debra Cole, cellist, will perform Elergy" Opus 24, by
Fuare.
Reception Set - A reception for Dianne Snair will be held in the
Business Office conference room from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. Friday.
Photos Displayed - An exhibit of photographs entitled "Return of the
Hobo" by Michael Mathers will be on display in the College Center
through Feb. 8.
Foundry Art Exhibited - Patterns and sand molds from the old
Salem Iron Works foundry will be exhibited in Campbell Hall Gallery
107 through Feb. 12.
Willamette Law Rep. to Talk - A representative from the Willamette
Law School will hold a question and discussion session dealing with
law as a profession today at 3:30 p.m. in the College Center.
Cancer Clinic Free to Women - The Oregon Division of the American
Cancer Society will hold a free cancer detection clinic, including Pap
tests today at Faith Lutheran Church. They will be open from 1 p.m. to
4 p.m. No appointment is necessary.
Gym Hours Extended - The old gym's extended hours are 11 a.m. to
7 p.m. Saturday and 1 p.m. to 9 p.m. Sunday.
Castle to Speak - Dr. Emery N. Castle, Dean of the Oregon State
University Graduate School will be on the OCE campus Tuesday and
Wednesday. His lecture schedule will be: Jan. 28, 9:30 a.m. to 11 a.m.
HSS 106 (upper-division and graduate seminar), noon to 1 p.m. NS 103
(public lecture), 1 p.m. (lunch with social science dept. chairman and
economics faculty); Jan. 29,10 a.m. to 11 a.m. HSS 106 (lower division
economics seminar), noon, HSS 230 (social science faculty seminar
entitled "Interdisciplinary Research in Social Science").
"Odd Squad" to Meet - An educational re-entry program, called
"Odd Squad," will meet weekly from noon to 1 p.m. Wednesday in the
College Center Willamette Room. The program is designed for older
students returning to college.
NASA Meeting Set - The Native American Student Association
(NASA) will meet at 6 p.m. tonight in the Campus Christian Center.
Everyone is welcome.
Ski Weekend Planned - A weekend of skiing at Mt. Bachelor is
planned Feb. 14 through Feb. 17. For information contact Judy Baker
at ext. 286 or Planning and Reserach Office in AD 267.

Willamette
rep to talk

Students who wish to apply for
financial aid for next fall should
begin doing so now.
OCE Financial Aids Director
John Brinegar outlined the
procedure for students to go
through in applying for financial
aid.
He said Basic, Educational
Opportunity Grant (BEOG)
applications are now available in
the financial aids office in the
upper level of the Cottage. All
students who weren't enrolled in
a post-secondary institution

This winter term the OCE
Counseling Center
will
be
sponsoring several group ac
tivities that may be of interest to
students.
These
activities
will
be
primarily small group activities
with six to ten people per group.
The activities are designed to
help persons become more
successful as students and
comfortable as people. Anyone
interested in one of the below
groups may contact the Coun
seling Center, Room 203, The
Cottage, or attend the first
meeting which will be Wed
nesday noon, Jan. 22, at the
People Place next to Swindell
Hall.
Donna Bruyere of the Coun
seling Center and Dr. Merle Kelly
from the psychology department
will be offering a special group
for single parents. This will be an

Interview
set tonight
All seniors and intern can
didates seeking a teaching job
next year are invited to attend an
interview technique meeting on
Thursday, Jan. 23 at 7 p.m. in Ed
217.
Wes Ediger, Principal of South
Salem High School, and Glen
Sweet, Principal of
Lyle
Elementary School in Dallas will
present ideas on interviewing
techniques'. Mock interviews will
be held and questions regarding
teaching positions will be
answered.
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Are you having trouble in bed?
If s o , t h e n p e r h a p s i t i s n o t y o u r n o c 
turnal partner but your mattress. At
French s we have the pad to suit your fad
- starting at $29.
!

Best Photo !
Finishing
In Town!
1146 Center St.
Salem

everyday life. This group may be
especially helpful for the person
who gets uptight for every exam
and the demands that are put
upon the student. The group will
be divided into two portions: The
first part of each group meeting
will focus on why we have the
anxiety and how to identify with
our own reactions to the anxiety
and stress. The second part will
deal with learning to relax and
how a person may modify his or
her stress reactions.
A regular service of the
Counseling Center has been
counseling roommates in the
residence halls and apartment
complexes and helping them to
resolve the inevitable problems
that come up during the year,
these groups are generally of
short duration, usually one or two
meetings,
and
deal
with
problems specific to the group.

SPECIALS!
Reg. 1.30

TX 135-20

Reg. 95c

VP126-12 Reg. 75c
KODAK POCKET
10 KIT
Reg. 27.95 $ n i 7 7
NOW
1./ /

KLASIC CAMERA :
YOUR...^

BANKAMEAICAAO

opportunity for people to get
together to share the everyday
concerns
unique
to
single
parents.
Bill Venema will lead a weekly
encounter group for those per
sons who, for various reasons,
would like to explore and im
prove their relationships with
other people. This group is
designed for people facing per
sonal and interpersonal conflict,
or who are lonely or isolated and
need a way to get back into
meaningful relationships.
A speech group is also being
sponsored by the Counseling
Center. The group is designed to
help students who are poor
speakers or get terrified by the
threat of making any kind of
classroom presentation.
A new group will be offered to
students who are uncomfortable
due to the stress and anxiety of

COLOR FILM C126-12 K°dak ok

A representative from the
Willamette Law school will be n
the College Center Umpqua
Room today at 3:30 p.m.
Students who are interested in
law as a profession are invited to
come listen to the representative
and ask questions. A special
invitation is extended to ethnic
minority students.

Cameras
Film
Darkroom Supplies

Student's Financial Statement, if
they are independent of their
parents, or a Parents' Con
fidential Statement, if they
receive parental support. These
forms which are available in the
financial aids office, should be
sent in as soon as possible,
preferably before Feb. 1.
An OCE financial aid form is
also required in order to receive
aid. These forms can be picked
up in the financial aids office this
week. After completing it,
students can turn in at the office.

Student activities sponsored

/•

F/Stopj
\
/

before April, 1973, which includes
most freshmen, sophomores and
juniors, should fill out one of
these forms as soon as possible.
Brinegar explained that the
BEOG program is not a college
based program and therefore the
student should send his ap
plication directly to the Basic
Grant office and upon getting his
response should bring it in to the
Financial Aids office.
Students applying for financial
aid must complete either a

FRENCH'S
Home Furnishings
154 S. Main St.

838-0888

Independence

NOW

IT
53*

L

838-3237
Open Mon.-Fri. 9 a .m.-8 p.
Sat. 9a.m. -6 p.m.
Sun. 1 p.m. -6 p.m.

SUPER DRUG^
170 W. Main,
Monmouth
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Gold in Oregon
By SUE M A R X
Lamron Writer
JACKSONVILLE - In com
parison with the dry town of
son with the dry town of
Monmouth stands a town
which is just the opposite, its
name is Jacksonville and
was a booming gold rush
community of the Old West.
This past weekend I visited
Jacksonville, a small but
very historical landmark
just east of Medford. This
town was the first establish
ment in Southern Oregon and
still stands today as an
important part of Oregon's
history.
The town developed after
the discovery of gold in Rich
Gulch in 1851, and became
the central landmark of
beginnings such as Gold Hill,
Prospect and Trail, to name
a few of the many.
Jacksonville was the boom
town of Oregon, where it
became a mecca for miners,
merchants, freighters and
people from all walks of life.
As time proceeded it evolved
into a prosperous agricul
tural center and as the com
munity grew it became the
county seat.
Years went on, and
Jacksonville continued its
economic climb until the
1880's when the railroad
bypassed Jacksonville in
favor of a site five miles to
the east. That site five miles
to the east now stands as
Medford.
Never a ghost town,
Jacksonville's population
and economic fortunes took
an upward turn after World
War II when residents and
new arrivals alike realized
that
their
town
still

possessed something worth
saving: an authentic flavor
of nineteenth century urban
life, and a community whose
citizens are working to
preserve and emphasize its
uniqueness.
Many of the Jacksonville
residents are those who
survived the depression with
backyard gold digging. The
isolation of the town remains
as a living reminder tha the
past and present are ex
citingly intermingled.
Jacksonville offers visitors
a look at wooden and brick
buildings which have stood
since the early 1850's. All of
the stores, banks and shops
still stand as they did a
century ago.
For instance, one can still
see the bank which ex
changed miners gold for
currancy and served as a
Wells, Fargo & Company
Express shipping office and
the U. S. Hotel where
President Rutherford B.
Hayes spent a night.
The Southern Oregon
Historical Society is cen
tered in Jacksonville and
the
storekeepers
and
homeowners are more than
happy to tell interested
persons about their local
history. A County Museum
houses archives and local
artifacts which is located in
the old Courthouse of
Jacksonville,and is a good
place to begin your visit. It
stands within the 200 block of
North Fifth Street.
Although history implies
looking back, there is life in
Jacksonville. As you walk
there, you will see the both
you will see both the past and
present living and working
together in a special way.

Jobless may get relief
Northwest News Service
Copyright 1975
Gov. Bob Straub has called for
an
array
of
employment
programs that, combined with
already authorized federal public
service jobs, could put more than
20,000 people back to work.
In a six-point plan outlined in
his inaugural address Straub
called for:
- Interest-free financing of
low-cost multiple family housing
units, creating 3,50j0 jobs.
-- A higher ceiling on veterans'
loans leading to more housing
construction and 2,400 more jobs.
Straub said the housing-related
jobs, 8,700 in all, would result in
spin-off employment for 10,300
more people.
-f + +
State employes are still fuming
over Gov. Bob Straub's reference
to state workers' salaries in his
inaugural address.
But the Oregon State Employes
Association (OSEA), which said
Straub's recommendation for a
23 per cent salary boost for state
workers
undercut
collective
bargaining negotiations, has
stopped short of slapping an
unfair labor practices suit on the
new governor.
The union, which represents
24,000 state employes, is pressing
for a 37.5 per cent pay increase
over the next two years.
+ 4- +
More than 80,000 Oregonians
were unemployed in December,
the highest number since 1950
when almost 95,000 people
clogged the jobless rolls.
And Employment Division
Administrator
Ross
Morgan
expects the situation to worsen
because of the depressed wood
products market.

Applications for
•V

New food stamp law
bars ineligible students

SA's available

Morgan said unemployment in
Oregon will reach 8 per cent, then
start downward, as seasonal
employment begins to rise. In
December, the seasonally ad
justed unemployment rate ac
tually decreased from 7.5 per
cent in November to 7.3 per cent.
However, 6,600 people who had
jobs in November were out of
work in December.

+++

The freeze affects new ap
plications
from
welfare
recipients who have some ear
nings and former recipients who
are entitled to day care services
for up to two years after leaving
the welfare rolls.
Penwell bjtamed a lack of
federal money and the increased
federal minimum wage, as well
as inflation for the day care
cutbacks.
-f- -f-

A graduated corporate income
tax is among the most significant
bills tossed into the hopper during
the first weeks of the 1975
legislative session.
The bill would tax corporate
incomes at a rate from 4 to 9 per
cent, and bring banks and
financial institutions under the
same graduated tax system that
covers other businesses.
As it stands now, corporations
are taxed on a flat rate basis, no
matter how much they earn.
Other
early
legislative
proposals include:
- House Bill 2007, which
replaces the present system of
personal tax exemptions with a
$50 tax credit on the state return.
-- House Bill 2008, which limits
the deduction for federal income
tax payments to $3,000 on in
dividual
state income
tax
returns.
-- House Bill 2003 calls for color
photos on drivers licenses, and a
$4 duplicating fee if the license is
lost.
- Senate Bill 73 would increase
from five to six the number of
children
required
for
cer
tification of a day care center.
-- Senate Bill 86 would allow
farmers to deduct from income
tax any losses incurred by a legal
inability to burn grass fields after
1975. Field burning promises to
be one of the more volatile topics
in the 1975 session.
+ + -b
New applicants may have a
tough time getting the state to
pay for day care services
because of a freeze on ap
plications proposed by Cleighton
Penwell, director of the State
Department
of
Human
Resources.

Oregonians would consume
between 4 and 6 per cent less
gasoline if President Ford's 10cent-a-gallon gasoline price in
crease proposal is adopted by
Congress.
State
Highway
Division
economists say the state stands
to lose $5.2 million next year in
gas tax revenues if the Ford
proposal is adopted and the
state's 7-cents-a-gallon gas tax is
not increased.
A governor's task force has
recommended to the 1975 session
that the state gas tax be in
creased by 3 cents per gallon.
Taken
together,
Oregonians
could be paying 13-cents-a-gallon
more for gasoline by next
summer.

+ ++
Loren "Bud" Kramer has been
named to head the state
Department of General Services,
replacing Lee Quiring, who will
move to another slot in the state
bureaucracy.
Kramer, 45, has been chief
assistant to the Multnomah
County Board of Commissioners
since 1973.
Gov. Bob Straub said Kramer's
first task will be to analyze state
purchasing
procedures. The
general
services
division
supervises all state vehicles,
management and operation of
central telephones, state mail
service, and spends more than
$56 million a year on purchases
for government agencies.
~F H—K
Two toll-free telephone lines
have been installed by the state
legislature so residents can call
about the status of legislation.
Operators will provide in
formation
about
hearing
schedules, voting records and
status of bills.
Non-Salem residents should
call
1-800-452-0290.
Salem
residents call 378-8551.

Student Assistant application
forms will be available in the
Cottage, Mon., Jan. 27.
These forms should be com
pleted and returned to the Cot
Thousands of college students the Supreme Court and never tage on or before Feb. 14.
will no longer be eligible for food
became effective. Unlike the 1971
Sophomore, junior or senior
stamps under a new Agriculture ban, the new regulation applies students with a cumulative GPA
Department regulation.
only to the individual student who of 2.5 or above may apply for the
If the students come from is claimed as a tax deduction by positions.
middle- and
upper-income his parents.
Student Assistants work closely
Students and faculty are
households which are not eligible
This new law effects some 800 with residence hall students in a invited to a reception honoring
for food stamps, and if their OCE students,and is just now supportive role and also with the
Mrs. Etta Mae Dettering on
parents have claimed them as arriving at food stamp centers Student Personnel staff. They are Friday, Jan. 31, from 2 p.m. to 4
income tax dependents, the throughout the U.S.
hired for one academic year.
p.m. in the Health Service
Native American Students
students will be barred from the
Marilyn
Dinsmore,
the
Further information can be Building. Mrs. Dettering is Association (NASA) will hold a
government's
food
stamp superintendent of the food stamp obtained from Dean Judy retiring on that date after 12
meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in the
program.
agency in Dallas said each Osborne at the Cottage or by years of service to the OCE Campus
Christian
Center
Congress
ordered
the student will have to come in and calling campus extension 221.
community.
building.
restriction in a rider attached to have their case reviewed.
Also on that same evening at 7
Topics to be discussed will be
an appropriations bill which
She spoke of possibly setting up
p.m., Mr. and Mrs. Detering will the
up-coming
All-Indian
became a law last Dec. 31. The a booth on campus for easier case
be guests of honor at a dinner at Basketball tournament which is
law revived an earlier 1971 reviewal with each students. The
Burton's Townhouse in Corvallis. scheduled for March 7 to 9 in the
congressional directive banning new law will effect OCE students
Person interested in attending New PE Building, Native
stamps from students of non- somewhere between the end of
should contact Almeda Cutsforth American Advocate Position and
poverty homes.
winter term and the beginning of
at The Cottage for reservations other NASA business. Anyone is
The directive was stricken by spring term.
All OCE students owning dogs and information.
welcome to attend.
are required to have them
licensed, according to Oregon
FREE PARKING . .
State Law.
Dogs are to be licensed in the
county in which their owners
reside. After March 1 a penalty is
charged for unlicensed dogs
Lancaster Mall
362-3238
which amounts to $10 plus the
additional fee of $4 for the
license.
Come in and browse .
Last year many OCE students
We have a wide
were found with unlicensed dogs
and discovered it was a hardship
selection of
to pay $14. Also many clean, wellbred and mannered dogs were
found on campus and officials
were unable to locate their
owners.
Students are urged to purchase
licenses for their dogs, which can
be done at the Monmouth Police
Station. The licenses then must
be sent to the Polk County Clerks
office.

Mrs. Detering
retiring Jan. 31

Meeting set

Licensing due

for OCE dogs

TYPEWRITER
& HI-FI CO.

TYPEWRITERS
CALCULATORS
DICTATION

SALES & SERVICE
RENTAL PURCHASE
STEREO LOUNGE

HI-FI COMPONENTS

SALEM1

395 Liberty NE

January 23, 1975

Cambridge Bookstore

Hardbacks Paperbacks Cliff Notes -

588-1122

Greeting Cards
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Evaluation a fiasco
OCE's 1974 spring term faculty evaluation was con
ducted and printed at a total cost to students of $1,045,
and contained published information on 57 of OCE's 177
professors. That information was to have provided
faculty members with guidelines to improve his or her
performance, and to provide the administration with
evidence for judgments regarding salary, promotion
and tenure.
While it is doubtful that the evaluation did anything
toward accomplishing its objectives, it did accomplish
one thing: it took more than $1,000 from OCE students
and added to the campus' paper waste. Most of the 1,000
booklets containing the results of the evaluation went
unclaimed, and faculty evaluation backers had to do a
tremendous sell job to get rid of even a portion of these.
Because evidence that the evaluation accomplished
its objectives is scarce, it is doubtful that a second
evaluation would accomplish similar objectives. At the
present time OCE's student government is investigating
the possibility of conducting and financing a second
evaluation.
To date that investigation has consisted of a verbal
survey of 250 students, of whom slightly less than half
hadn't even seen the 1974 spring term faculty evaluation
The investigation supposedly was designed to evaluate
the spring term evaluation, but ended up sampling
student opinion regarding another evaluation. The
investigators asked such questions as "Would you like to
see another Faculty Evaluation at OCE?" and "Would
you use the results of an evaluation in helping you select
your classes?" No constructive findings on the spring
term evaluation were gathered.
Because of the poor quality of that survey, the ASOCE
Executive Board instructed those investigating the
matter to take another look at it, but this time bring
back some solid data regarding the last faculty
evaluation.
Any solid data regarding the last one should take into
account the high cost of conducting and printing an
evaluation, the fact that less than one-third of OCE's
professors published the results of their teaching
evaluation and the fact that few students benefitted
from such an evaluation, judging from the fact that few
students bothered to pick up the results of it.
It is contradictory for an institution like OCE, which
takes pride in the competency of the teachers it
produces, to not care about the competency of its own
teachers. But an evaluation of this competency should
be conducted and financed by the administration or
faculty, and not by students.

Records concealed
A major step in students' rights was taken when Sen.
James L. Buckley, R-N.Y., sponsored legislation
allowing students access to their records. That bill,
however, has been watered down to the point of inef
fectiveness by an amendment recently signed by
President Gerald Ford.
In its original form the bill gave college students the
right "to inspect and review any and all official records,
files and data" schools had pertaining to them. Several
special interest groups, notably education associations,
raised questions concerning the vagueness of the law.
A clarification was definitely needed stating what the
law covered and what it did not cover, but the amend
ment making those clarifications has almost defeated
the original purpose of the bill.
A student now has no access to his parents'
confidential financial statements, law enforcement
records, physician, psychiatrist or professional records.
Also excluded are all letters of recommendation placed
in the files prior to Jan. 1.
The most obvious ambiguity in the law is the phrase
that excludes other "reasonable exceptions." This could
be interpreted by college administrators to include
almost all file information.
The amendment leaves the student with the right to
examine documents maintained by the school which
relate directly to the student. But once one subtracts the
stated exclusions, there is little left except grades and
rest scores which have little meaning unless interpreted.
The student is denied access to those records most
important to him.
i Th® b[j'wil1 °Pen a" letters placed in the files after
Jan. l, but since teachers know these letters may be
subiectedI to scrutiny by the student,they are probably
goinq to be reluctant to write in-depth evaluations, so
the students will gain little.
'
LS C'?ar tf\at in an attemPt to protect the right of
!r,C0h.e:V°^rit? pn\?+e comments, the meat has been
aken out of the law. If students demand to review their
records, a controversy is bound to develop. The only
way to settle such a controversy is to define the
boundaries of the law. (C.M.S.)
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Dirty photos in paper
Editor's note: William Bebout
is the editorial page editor of the
Salem Capital Journal. Under his
direction the Capital Journal was
judged to have the best editorial
page in the state in the 1972 and
1973
Oregon
Newspaper
Publishers Assoc. contests. The
Lamron recently expanded its
news coverage to include weekly
packages from the newly formed
Northwest News Service, a news
service put out under Bebout's
direction and geared for weekly
papers.
By WILLIAM BEBOUT
Northwest News Service
Copyright 1975
Higher education has had its
problems with past sessions of
the Oregon Legislature. And
there have been times when it
appeared the legislators might
actually demand that higher ed
justify its multi-million dollar
operations.
But as past sessions have failed
to really get a grip on higher
education, the one now assem
bled in Salem isn't even likely to
try very hard.
That's partly because this is a
conservative
"establishment"
legislature and there's nothing in
all of government quite as
"establishment"
as
higher
education.
More
important,
however, is the nature of higher
ed. It is as big as a giant squid
and as slippery as an eel. If you
manage to pounce on one tentacle

and hang on, you are likely to be
throttled with another.
Higher ed also has the ad
vantage of carrying out a mission
that nearly everybody thinks is
next to godliness-education. And
there is a bit of folklore which has
it that only educators can
properly assess education.
In the past, there have been
legislators who didn't buy that
folklore. Chief among them in my

Lamron
Opinion
memory
was Rep. Stafford
Hansell,
the
conservative
Republican hog farmer from
Hermiston. And there were Reps.
L. B. Day and Bob Davis.
Hansell how has joined the
Straub administration as director
of the executive ddpartment.
lhat means he and the higher ed
types are on the same side. And
Day and Davis have been gone
trom the legislature for several
years.
This doesn't mean that higher
education's proposals to the
legislature will sail through
untouched. A tentacle ot* two may
even be bruised. But like the
squid which releases an inky
substance into the sea to hide its
whereabouts, any serious assault

Thursdays except °dur?ng eiam^eTrand^acar51'^^ 3t n°°n
winter and spring terms ThP
vacation periods fall,
summer ses^on 9The Lamron ^ pub,isheH0th Pt'iShed durin9
Students of Oregon College of Education and Dentin6HASS°Ciated
County Itemizer Observer.
Printed by the Polk
The editorial columns of the Lamron reDresent tho^- •
op'.n,on of the
newspaper's editors. The Lamron represent*1
college, the college itself or its student b^rit . ?• 'action of this
the editor must carry the JqnaturP ^ ^-submitted to
Letters should be no longer than 300 worrit a dress of the writer.
of page and double spaced Anonymous lettPrfewntten on one side
All letters are subject to abriSStrUnrirr W'"*n0t be accepted
c,rcumstances
thank you letters and poetry will not be published
Nine month subscription rate is $3.50.

1171 o:"3\.)220eexetC3?7,er' Monmou,h' 0re- '7361. Telephone 838-

on higher education will be met
with an overwhelming defense
that will leave the legislators
utterly confused.
If higher ed gets into trouble,
one of the campus newspapers
will run a pornographic photo.
That will produce a cry of
outrage from the public; that will
panic the legislators; higher ed
officials will join the public and
the legislators in voicing dismay
and horror, and when the dust
settles higher ed's budget will
emerge intact. Don't ask me how
it works, but it does.
To the extent that higher
education gets serious attention
from the legislature, most of the
talk will be about "governance."
That's educationese for the old
baseball question: "Who's on
first?"
Should we merge the State
Board
of
Education which
oversees community colleges
with the State Board of Higher
Education? Should we have a
"lay" (that's how educators refer
to citizens) board or one com
posed of professional educators?
Should we...? That's "gover
nance."
And if "governance" doesn't
divert the legislature from the
basic question of whether higher
education in Oregon is doing its
job in the best interests of the
students and taxpayers, the
academicians will plant another
dirty
picture in the PSU
newspaper.
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'Competency based*

News Synopsis
Compiled by DICK SOULES
Lamron Writer

Premier forecasts world war
TOKYO - Chinese Premier Chou En-lai said in a speech before the
Chinese congress that U.S.-Soviet rivalry will someday lead to a world
war. The Premier called the two super-powers the biggest in
ternational oppressors and exploiters in the world. In the speech made
public over the radio Chou declared that China would become a major
economic power before the end of the century. The Premier warned
the world that it must become prepared for the world war that is
destined to come about because of Soviet and American activities. The
congress was the first in ten years in China.

Intelligence agencies investigated
WASHINGTON, D.C. - FBI officials agreed Monday to supply the
Justice Department with all the materials it has compiled on at least
ten members of Congress. Some of the congressmen that the FBI has
maintained files on include Sen. Edward Kennedy, Sen. George
McGovern and House Speaker Carl Albert.
Also on Monday Democratic senators voted to create a bipartisan
special committee to investigate the entire United States intelligence
gathering system. This would include both the Central Intelligence
Agency and the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

Britain abandons tunnel project

Evaluation outlined
By CARLABRANDON
Lamron Writer

"Competency-based" is one of
the more common terms used in
educational circles today. OCE is
no exception.
In February of last year, OCE's
elementary education program
won the AACTE award for its
outstanding teacher preparation
and research.
In the elementary program
several forms are provided to
assess the competency of junior
block students, student teachers
and interns.
The evaluation is handled in
three phases. First, each junior
block student is responsible to
teaching individual lessons. Each
of these is assessed as it is
prepared
for
detail,
in
ventiveness and care reflected in
the plan. The plan is then judged
as it is taught on both prospective
teacher behavior and on class
behavior.

The second phase includes two
to five days of full-time
responsibility in the classroom.
In this phase, Junior Block
students are measured by the
standard of quality that can be
expected from a beginning
student teacher.
Also in this phase the student is
evaluated on interpersonal
relationships with pupils and
other staff at the school. The
student's performance of related
professional responsibilities such
as open house and teacher's
meetings is rated.
Student teaching, the third
phase, is two to five weeks of fulltime responsibility and is
assessed in much the same way
as junior block.
A new option open to
prospective teachers is the
student teaching equivalency
program. In the second term of
junior block, students are
allowed to enter student teaching
if they meet the following
requirements:
(1) the prospective teacher
must be recommended to at
tempt extra laboratory teaching
early in the second quarter of
junior block.
(2) The student must secure the
approval of the principal,
supervisor and sponsor to enter
such an arrangement.
(3) He or she must be rated as
being superior in the per
formance of teaching functions in
both lesson teaching and shortterm full responsibility teaching.
Dr. Gloria McFadden, OCE
professor of education, said that
students as well as supervisors

High
G
a problem

have opportunity for feedback
throughout the junior blockexperience. This has provided a
valuable insight to each student's
problems as well as providing a
basis for modifying minor points
in the assessment program.
According to members of the
secondary education staff at
OCE, their program is handled in
much the same way as the
elementary program. Students
provide individual lessons and
are judged according to secon
dary educational needs and
competencies.
The school lab experience in
secondary education until last
fall was optional. Dr. Vern Utz
informed that now the program is
required. "Very few colleges
utilize the lab experience
model," Utz said.
Lab experience for secondary
education students has recently
opened up in Dallas at Dallas
High School, Academy Junior
High, and LaCreole Junior High.
This program is an addition to
opportunities at Central High and
Talmadge Junior High in the
Monmouth - Independence
district and Judson Junior High
and Sprague in Salem.

LONDON - The British government has decided to abandon a joint
project with France to build a tunnel under the English Channel. Work
had begun on the $4 billion project with about a mile and a half of
tunnel at each end completed. The entire tunnel would have been 32
miles and has been the dream of France and England for nearly 200
By PAT STIMAC
years. British officials said that the tunnel cancellation was the result
Lamron Writer
of the present economic crisis in Great Britain. France will be asked to
share the cancellation costs, which will run around $100 million.
GPA's may be on their way
The tunnel would have consisted of two parallel tubes each with a
single railroad track and a third tunnel that would have been used for down.
Upon request of the Faculty
Lamron editor applications for
servicing.
Senate, the Faculty Standards
1975-76 are now available in the
Committee has begun a study of
Demos make official reply to Ford
publications office, AD305.
the rising GPA problem at OCE.
For more information contact
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The Democratic leadership in Congress
GPA's,
or
Grade
Point
Publications Chairman Chuck
made its official reply Monday to President Gerald Ford's State of the Averages, have been steadly
Grell.
Union message delivered last week. House Speaker Carl Albert rising over the last decade. And
delivered the message that was carried live over some radio net not only at OCE but all over the |llillllllllllllllllllllllBllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!lllllllllllllllllilll!ll"ll|
works. Albert said that the President's proposed tax on energy would nation. It is not limited to just the
have an astounding inflationary impact and could add as much as 25 college level but stretches down
per cent more for energy. Albert also charged that the major share of into the high school and even =
the proposed tax rebate would go to the rich and not enough would go junior high levels.
to the poor. Albert claimed that the average family would be spending
The
Faculty
Standards
$250 to $300 more for energy and that a tax rebate of $75 to $100 would Committee has directed each
have very little beneficial effects.
department to have a meeting to
discuss the problem in relation to
Terrorists surrender in Baghdad
their own department. GPA's are
BAGHDAD - After flying fruitlessly for hours in search of a place to rising rapidly all over the
land three Arab terrorists landed in Baghdad Monday and surren campus but it varies on how
dered to Iraq authorities according to an Air France representative. much, depending on the depart
The three terrorists had a Boeing 707 placed at their disposal after a ment.
If grades have gone up and, for
bloody attack at Paris' Orly Airport.
The group held 10 hostages overnight and agreed to let them go in example, a student may have
exchange for the jet. The Arabs originally were planning to attack an gotten an A where as two years
El A1 Airlines 747 but were thwarted by police. It was then that the ago he may have gotten a B, then
there is a good possibility that it
gunfight broke out in the airport.
The terrorists were unable to find a country in the Mideast that may reflect back upon the in- =
would give them sanctuary. They agreed to surrender when the plane stitution.
Why have the grades gone up?
began to run low on fuel.
Dr. Anton Postl, chairman of the
Large Chef Salad
Standards Committee cited a
(Choice
dressing)
number of reasons including, "It
is easier for a student to get out of
a class before taking a failure,"
refering to more students taking
withdrawals, incompletes, and
classes that are pass / no credit.
Soup and Grilled Cheese Sandwich
Also many professors "value
systems" differ. An A from one
prof might mean something else
to another. This leads to cries
that the entire grading system is
no good and that grades should be
Spaghetti with Garlic Bread & Salad
totally dropped. However, at the
University of Oregon some 1
1
students can take at least onehalf their program without
grades, and both faculty and
STARTING FEB. 4
HOT Turkey o r HOT Beef
students alike have expressed
5:30 "Atomic Furnaces"
that
it
doesn't
work
and
leads
to
Sandwich
plus medium drink
Operation principles and applications of nuclear reactors
==
r=
lower, not higher, standards.
7:00 "About Time"
One
solution,
according
to
Man's historical struggle with time & measurement
§
§§
Postl may be giving a clearcut
definition
of
grades,
just
exactly
FEBRUARY6
what an A should be, and making
5:30 "Machines That Think"
Fish and Chips
that definition uniform over the
Future of computers
j
Fresh
cod
dipped
in batter & fried to a §
campus. Before any moves are
6:30 "The Alphabet Conspiracy"
made in that direction, however, 1 golden brown - with tartar sauce and |
The science of languages and their roles in communi
the committee is waiting to
cation
receive reports from each I fries.
department
on the problem, and
See Ed Media for further listings
==
as
to study their possible ways of
improving the situation.
Whatever is decided will have
625 Court St.
Dallas
to be in a report to the Senate by
2 Deluxe Hamburgers
Phone 623-3241 (Dallas)
the end of this year. Postl seemed
838-0082 (Monmouth)
EE
confident that some feasible •£
method of fair, but stricter, ^tuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiitiuiiiiiiiiiiiuuiiiiiiiiiiiimitunntuinuuimuuiHtuni
grading will be found.
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Local antiques
attract students
Like everything else* these
By SUE STRONG
days, the prices on antiques also
Lamron Writer
Have you ever noticed the increase, but the price rise
interesting gray house located coincides with the increased
across from Webster s IGA value of the item. "Actually, the
Foodliner? Rumor has it that this price goes up with scarcity. For
stately house used to be a mor instance, a set of chairs is so
tuary, but now its business caters scarce now that when you find
very much to the living and the them, you really pay dearly for
interests of many people in the them."
Monmouth seems to have
field of antique collecting.
The Aging Treasure Shoppe is needed an antique shop as Mrs.
owned by Mrs. Betty Morlan, who Morlan says business is very
has been in business at that good. Her customers range from
location fo three and a half years. little children to college students
Mrs. Morlan's interest in to retired persons in the com
antiques started out with bottle munity.
"I've always said that age
collecting, then after visiting
antique shops, grew into an in doesn't seem to make a dif
terest in collectibles and other ference in the interest ol
antiques. I have little tiny
antiques.
"1 just seemed to go from one children buying gifts for their
thing to another," Mrs. Morlan mother or birthday gifts tor their
commented. "I found so many friends. The young people are
things that I soon ran out of room especially interested in furniture.
at home for them, so 1 decided to I think they realize the value of
buying solid antique furniture
go into business."
For those who are not familiar rather than going out and buying
with the antique business, it may new things. Oak is very popular
seem very confusing and com in this area and that's mostly
what I carry."
plicated. One gets a picture of a
dealer running all over the
The college population seems
country trying to find that rare to have a large effect on the
piece of furniture or that unusual antique shop business. Many
little cup. But Mrs. Morlan finds college students did much of their
that the area around Monmouth Christmas shopping in Mrs.
Independence seems to be ripe Morlan's shop.
for finding antiques for her
"They (the students) don't
customers.
have a lot of money to spend and I
"I get calls from people who have a lay-away plan. A lot of
are settling estates and they ask
times, they'll pick out something
me if I want to buy some an they like and will .take two or
tiques. 1 either make an three months to pay for it. I enjoy
appointment to see the antiques the students. Sometimes they will
at their house or the place where come in and just want to talk,
they're selling their things, or if especially the fellows."
it's a small amount of things,
One important question is how
they will bring them to the shop.
"I buy almost everything the economic situation is af
locally, that is in the Dallas, fecting the antique business. "So
Corvallis, Salem
and
In far, I would say that it is not
dependence - Monmouth area." bothering my business. In the
'Once in a while I buy from three and a half years that I've
other dealers," Mrs. Morlan been here, 1 think that January
stated, "if I see something that I and February are the slowest
know one of my collectors would months because it's just after
like and then the dealer usually Christmas and because of income
gives me a little discount. tax. But I still feel that antique
Usually, though, I just buy from collecting is a very interesting
business and a good investment."
calls from estates."

State instructors needed
The Oregon State Penitentiary
and the Oregon State Correc
tional Institution are in need of
volunteer
instructors
and
graduate students to teach
college level courses during
spring and summer term.
A representative from the
corrections division will be on the
OCE campus Wednesday, Jan.
29, between 10:30 a.m. and 11:30
a.m. in the conference room of
Terry House to recruit volunteers
and to give information on the
volunteer teaching program.

I K s search
for duchess
In the days of damsels in
distress, in the kingdom of
Intercollegiate Knights, the men
of Wolf Knights at OCE searched
day and night for a lady to reign
- as duchess.
Unfortunately, the knights
could not always find such a
person. Therefore, the Wolf
Knights Chapter extended their
hand out to any lady who wishes
to be honored.
Ladies who like to travel for
free in the Pacific Northwest,
meet new and interesting people,
and help the school are asked to
come to the next IK meeting
Mon., Jan. 27 at 6:30 p.m. in the
College Center Wallowa Room.
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At present there is a need for
teachers in all areas, with a
special need in the areas of
geography,
pyschology,
sociology, speech, English, an
thropology, general science and
political science.
This program is dependent on
the volunteer teachers. Courses
are taught once a week and a
state car may be available for
transportation or reimbursement
for travel expenses if the
instructor uses a private car.
All persons interested in
assisting the Corrections Division
are requested to attend the
meeting on Jan. 29. If it is im
possible to attend the meeting,
contact Manpower Programs in
Salem at 378-2401 or write to 2575
Center Street NE, Salem, 97310.

Cancer clinic
scheduled today
The Oregon Division of the
American Cancer Society will
hold free cancer detection clinics
including PAP tests in Monmouth
today.
The clinic will operate from 10
a.m. to noon and from 1 p.m. to 4
p.m. at the Faith Lutheran
Church. The clinic is sponsored in
part by Emanuel Hospital in
Portland.
No appointment is necessary.

Lamron photo by JERRY COTTER

Despite winter weather construction continues on the New Grove west of the College
Center.

Lion's share of state budget
directed to higher education
standardize education costs will Executive Department Director
touch-off a price war that will Stafford Hansell said the nondrive some four-year colleges out budget is "our attempt to
dramatize that the council is a
of business.
Higher education is to Oregon
-- Six of the state's nine public toothless tiger which should be
what the Pentagon is to the four-year colleges and univer abolished unless the legislature
United States.
sities have schools of education gives it more power."
It's vital and costly, com where teaching credentials can
If the 1975 legislature can
manding a huge chunk of tax be earned. Such duplication has determine who actually should
dollars - $153.6 million in 1973-75. been sanctioned by the State govern higher education in
That's about 15 per cent of the Board of Higher Education, even Oregon, even some legislators
state general fund. It's a though fewer graduates find would be pleasantly surprised.
sprawling
and,
at
times, teaching jobs every year.
But,
traditionally,
the
disjointed bureaucracy. It pretty
has
only
been
- Both the University of Oregon legislature
much runs itself with little at and Oregon State University peripherally involved in higher
tention from the legislature.
have expensive printing plants. education. It is difficult to guage
With nine four-year institutions But, say legislative officials, the sentiment this early in the
and 13 community colleges, plus attempts to merge the two session, but despite criticisms ot
20 private colleges, Oregon is operations are resisted by ad waste,
duplication,
petty
equipped to deliver post-high ministrators whose "football rivalries between and among
school education to most of the mentality" (We're from OSU and community colleges and fourpeople most of the time.
schools,
Oregon s
they're from U of O) pushes ef year
Indeed, the percentage of ficiency aside.
lawmakers may well choose to
Oregonians enrolled in public
The bureaucratic entity which, take little action.
colleges and universities is for the last decade, has been
"I really don't think that is the
higher than the national average. charged with ironing out the way it should be," said Rep.
But Oregon's Pentagon has its redundancies and conflicts within Howard
Cherry, D-Portland,
problems.
the state's higher education chairman of the House Com
- Community colleges and the system
is
the
Educational mittee on Education and School
four-year institutions are run by Coordinating Council - composed Finance. "But I'm not about to
separate and, say some officials, of legislators, officials from both
upset the apple cart."
competing departments, each the Department of Education and
jealously guarding its own turf. the State System of Higher
The Department of Education
Education, and representatives
oversees the community colleges
Buzz Night pipe, a member ot
of private colleges.
and the State System of Higher
But this agency, never given the Native American Students
Education supervises the ac
requested the
the statutory clout to do more A s s o c i a t i o n ,
tivities of the four-year colleges
than recommend courses of cancellation of the movie "A Man
and universities.
action, appears to have been Called Horse" at the Jan. H
-- Community colleges are able
reduced in stature from whipping Social Board meeting.
to levy local taxes. The money is
Nightpipe claimed the movie is
boy to laughing stock.
used to build expensive buildings
In fact, on the basis of more offensive to the American Indian.
and buy coStly equipment, often
In answer to the request, Social
than a dozen interviews with
without regard to the availability
legislators
and
education Activities Director Roy Com best
of nearby facilities.
bureaucrats, one of the few looked into the cancellation of the
Portland Community College,
patches of common ground is that movie and the possibility 0
which already operates at five
the Educational Coordinating replacing it without extra cost.
locations, just broke ground for a
Council
has done
virtually He found, however, that the
Rock Creek campus, which will
movie had already been shipped
cost at least $6 million. Although nothing to coordinate higher
and it will therefore be shown a*>
education.
local funds will finance the
Gov. Bob Straub's budget scheduled.
development, PCC expects to be
NASA reportedly will paf'
partially reimbursed by the contains a recommendation of
zero state dollars for the council. ticipate in a protest at the movie.
state.
BY DAN BERNSTEIN
Northwest News Service
Copyright 1975

Film protested

Some single out the Rock Creek
project as a glaring example of
waste and duplication in higher
education, noting that the Por
tland metropolitan area also is
served
by
Portland
State
University, University of Por
tland, Lewis & Clark College,
Reed College, Mt. Hood Com
munity College and Clackamas
Community College.
-- Tuition costs vary greatly
between the community colleges
and four-year institutions. In an
era ol declining enrollment,
some fear that the failure to

S(wp
Fresh Flowers and Plant
Arrangements Made to Please You
415 llth St., Independence

Call Nite or Day
838-0806
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Blackhawk County 1975
ackhawk County
Countv received
rpnoitr^ a roaring
•. response
Blackhawk
Wednesday when member Scott Riordan an
nounced that the next song would be the"r hit
regon. The estimated 600 people attending the
concert m the OCE College Center let him know
they agreed with his choice as they gave the group
an enthusiastic round of cheering and clappTng
Ihe group responded with as much enthusiasm
as the crowd as they proceeded to sing the nowtamihar lyrics to the partisan crowd.
Blackhawk County is well known to OCE
students as two of its members, Scott Riordan and
Bill Coleman, attended OCE one year ago
•'Oregon " however, was hardly the only song of
the concert. "Love me Now or Love me Never"
written by former OCE student Terry Wells, along
with Everyday is Thursday" seemed to be the
ThtTday "VOritCS'

Co,eman wrote

"Everyday is

Appearing to enjoy themselves while per
forming, the group played their own compositions
as well as such hits as "Tequila Sunrise," Mr
Bojang es "Love The One Your With"and "Help
Me Make It Through The Night."
Blackhawk County has received national at
tention for their hit single "Oregon." It deals with
story of former Coos Bay resident JoAnn
McDaniels, currently serving a prison sentence in
Turkey on charges of smuggling hashish. Miss
McDaniels has maintained her innocence, and
money from the records' sales will be used to
linance part of her defense.

*
SiUi!!g in my backyard on a
warrn'summp
an
we wondered what it
wnniHhoi^ i t
e 0 be TssingMl," Riordan said. "I
dr t !
don t know how others feel, but I love Oregon
That s when we decided to write the song "
p"8ht'

"»«"»• «e™„

r"Cei,ed
maimglfe
creating the campaign
to help their daughter

ees ,hat are building in the
Pfflr
. , 8
effort to release Miss McDaniels.

founHS ^cI)aniels is reported to have recently
found out about Blackhawk County's effort n
United
ZZn^!°the
A friend is
'Oregon^ °r Se"dmg her 3 ,aPe °f tbe

Members of the group besides Riordan and
Snoni"3"p"?c de Dennis Farrish, drummerlermo' bass and Dave Griffith, lead
guitar

R/°rdan s t r u c k a f a m i l i a r p o s e a s h e p l a y e d t h e k e y b o a r d s
throughout most of the t w o hour concert.

Riordan and lead guitarist Dave Griffith

Vocalist Bill Coleman

Story by TERR I SCHMID T
together with his acoustic guitar and flowered pants,
Coleman sang the lead on many of the songs.
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Signs of a group: a guitar
case and amplifier.

Photos by DAR YL BOMTZ.
JERR Y COTTER
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Lamron
Entertainment
MUSIC
Pianist Esther Megargel will present her
senior music recital at 8 p.m. tonight in the
Music Hall Auditorium.
Wishbone Ash will appear at Paramount
Northwest in Portland at 8 p.m. Jan. 30.
Tickets are $5.50 and $6.
Johnny Winter will perform at Portland
/y\emorial Coliseum at 7:30 p.m. Feb. 11.
Tickets go on sale next week.
The Oregon Symphonette will perform in
the College Center Coffee Shop at 8 p.m.
Tuesday. Tickets are OCE students 75 cents,
adults $1.50. The program is sponsored in
part by the National Endowment for the
Arts.
MOVIES AND THEATER
Friday's campus movie is "Butterflies are
Free" starring Goldie Hawn. Showtimes are
6:15 and 9 p.m. in the College Center Pacific
Room. Cost is $1 adults, 50 cents ages 7 to 12
and ages 6 and under free.
Salem's Lancaster Mall quad cinema
opened last weekend and netted a large
share of the Salem area audience. The debut
film in Cinema one, held over for a second
week, is "Airport 1975" starring Charlton
Heston and Karen Black.
Cinema two is currently showing ,R rated
"Harry and To.nto," starring Art Carney.
The co feature is "The Paper Chase," with
Timothy Bottoms and John Houseman.
Cinema three is featuring Gregory Peck's
"The Dove," and "Walkabout." Paul
Williams' "Phantom of the Paradise" is in
its second week at Cinema four. The co
feature is
Arlo Guthrie's "Alice's
Restaurant."
"The Towering Inferno" is currently in its
fifth week at the Elsinore Theatre, Salem.
The movie stars Steve McQueen and Paul
Newman.
"The Life and Times of Grizzly Adams" is
in its second week at the Capitol Theatre,
Salem.

'Sade' represents total theatre
Bv C ECILIA STILES
Lamron Writer
OCE's mainstage winter term
production has the longest title of
any piay ever performed on
campus. Generally referred to as
"Marat Sade," the complete title
is actually "The Persecution and
Assassination of Jean-Paul
Marat as Performed by the In
mates of the Asylum of Charenton Under the Direction of the
Marquis de Sade."
According to the Guiness Book
of World Records, the title is the
longest of any play.
"Marat Sade," to be presented
in the OCE Little Theatre Feb. 19
through Feb. 21, is being directed
by Robert Page, associate
professor of Humanities, and Dr.
Ronald Wynn, music professor.
Page will handle the drama
portion of the presentation and
Dr. Wynn will be in charge of
training the musicians, singers
and the chorus.
Although the cast for the play
lacked a lead for a time, Steve
Hurst has been named to play the
Marquis de Sade. This will be his

first lead role at OCE, following
several smaller parts he has
played in campus productions.
Hurst is a senior corrections
major.
The play is set in an insane
asylum and is based on historical
fact of a similar asylum outside
Paris during Napoleon's rule.
The director of the asylum
believed the patients could
benefit from acting out plays, and
opened the plays to the Parisian
public.
Sade himself was placed in the
asylum by Napoleon, and was
known to .have written several
plays during his confinement.
The 1965 Peter Weiss "Marat
Sade" is a re-anactment of one of
those original performances.
Page describes the play as a
"total
theatre"
experience,
because it includes nearly all of
the aspects of theatre. The show
not only includes acting, but
relies heavily on music, dance
and pantomime. The inmates will
perform all of these parts.
Page selected "Marat Sade"
because he felt that "It is
definitely an experience that
students at OCE should have --
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both in seeing and participating
in a total theatrical event of this
type."
Sophomore Cindy Bynum will
be assistant director for the
production. Ms. Bynum played
the part of the mother in last
year's "Death of a Salesman."
The cast will be using the back
wall of the Little Theatre building
as their stage backdrop. Other
parts of the asylum will be
suggested by the use of caged
cells on the stage.
The set will be relatively
simple, including a dais for Sade
from which he can direct the
inmates while they are per
forming, and a raised bathtub for
Marat to.soak his diseased skin.
Dr. Allen Adams will head
technical production.
Richard
Davis,
Assistant
professor of Humanities, is
handling costumes
for
the
production. Inmates will be
wearing basic institution clothes
with accessories added to create
the different character costumes.
The created costumes will be
empire style from the French
Revolution period.
The cast has already mapped
the stage directions, or blocked
the first act according to Page,
and hopes to finish the second act
this week. Most of this week was
spent in distributing parts to the
41 cast members and the five
orchestra members.

ART
Michael Mathers' "Return of the Hobo"
photo essay will be on display in the College
Center through Feb. 6. The Mather's display
is in its second and final showing at OCE.
The Salem Iron Works Foundry Show is
currently on display at Campbell Hall
Gallery 107. Gallery hours are 8 p.m. to 5
p.m. Monday through Friday.
"Photo Journalism 1974" is the theme of
the current display in Keller Gallery, 405
CourT St. NE, Salem. The exhibit features
the
works
of
Oregon
Statesman
photographers Ron Cooper and John
Ericksen,
and
Capital
Journal
photographers Dan Poush and Gerry Lewin.
The display is open from 9:30 a.m. to 5:30
p.m. Monday through Saturday until Feb. 15.
The sculptures of Mark Sponenburgh are
currently on display at Bush Barn, Salem.
Sponenburgh received his training in Paris
and London. Gallery hours are 9:30 a.m. to 5
p.m. Tuesday through Friday, and 1 p.m. to 5
p.m. Saturdy and Sunday.

Oregon landscapes by Salem artist Myla
Keller are now being shown at Willamette
University Fine Arts Gallery. Viewing hours
are9a.m. to5p.m., Monday through Friday.
Sunday shows are from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. The
exhibit will run through Feb. 26.
TELEVISION
Thursday, Jan. 23
The hilariously funny Marx Brothers star
with Margaret Dumont in their 1939
production of "The Marx Brothers at the
Circus" at 7 p.m. on Ch. 6.
Academy Award winning composer
pianist Marvin Hamlisch, who plays "The
Entertainer" joins Mac Davis at 8 p.m. on
Ch. 8.
Ann Margret performs in a new musical
variety special and welcomes guests, The
Osmonds and Tina Turner at 9 p.m. on Ch. 8.
Bill Moyers interviews special guest
Helmut Schmidt, prime minister of West
Germany on International Report at 8 p.m.
on Ch. 10
Friday, Jan. 24
A documentary entitled "The Rise and
Fall of DDT" traces the history of DDT
through its banning in the United States at 10
p.m. on Ch. 10.
Clint Eastwood stars in the Fridy Night
Movie, "Kelly's Heroes" at 8 p.m. on Ch. 6.
"The War Lord" starring Charlton Heston
shows on the late movie at 11 p.m. on Ch. 12.
"The Werewolf of Woodstock" will be
shown on the Wide World of Entertainment*
at 11:30 p.m. on Ch. 2.
Saturday, Jan. 25
Frank Sinatra stars as a tough New York
cop in "The Detective" at 9 p.m. on Ch. 2.
"The Scalphunters" starring Burt Lan
caster plays on Saturday Night at the Movies
at 9 p.m. on Ch. 8.
"Grand Hotel" starring Greta Garbo and
John Barrymore will be shown on "The
Talkies" on Ch. 6 at 11:30 p.m.
Sunday, Jan. 26
"And Then There Were None," a murder
mystery, shows on the Sunday Matinee at
1:30 p.m. on Ch. 12.
John Forsythe narrates "The Terrible
Journey," an account of the terrors of an
Antarcitc exploration of 50 years ago at 8:30
on Ch. 12.
The Lewis and Clark Community Focus
will present a documentary on neigh
borhoods and the Housing and Community
Development Act, and three Indian poets
will read and discuss modern Indian poetry
on Columbia Crossroads at 9:00 p.m. on Ch.
12.

Monday, Jan. 27
Bette Davis stars in "Mr. Skeffington" on
Matihee 12 at 12:30 p.m. on Ch. 12.
Wednesday, Jan. 29
Rod McKuen makes one of his rare
television appearances on The Bobby
Goldsboro Show at 8:30 p.m. on Ch. 12.
OTHER
Dr. Emery N. Castle, Dean of University
of Oregon Graduate School will lecture on
"Material
Resources,
Ecology and
Economy" at the Natural Sciences and
Mathematics Seminar Jan. 28 at noon in NS
103. The lecture was incorrectly scheduled
Jan. 27 on the student calendar.

OUR

WEDDING SETS
MAkE bEAUTiful
MUSiC TOqEThER

(advertisement)

FASHION
CAREER
Would you invest $12,500 in a
beautiful Ladies Fashion Shop
of your own? If you could
recover your investment in a
reasonable time, earn a
substantial income your first
year, open your business in as
little as 6 weeks and have a
dependable buying source for
future reorders. If so, call or
write
Mr.
Arthur,
Mademoiselle Classics, 2121
Corporate
Sq.
Blvd.,
Jacksonville, Florida, 32216.
Phone (904) 757-1353.

We make choosing your wedding ring
set a beautiful prelude to the most
important ceremony of your lifetime.
We do it with designs that appeal to
your individual taste and price range.
And with a personal touch to help
you orchestrate a lifetime of mutual
bliss.

State & Liberty Sts. - Salem
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OCE professors
demonstrate skill
By LANE SHETTERLY

The concluding set included a
Romance movement from the
Concerto in D minor for violin by
Henri Wienawski.
Ruth Million, was prevailed
upon for some difficult keyboard
work and, as usual, executed her
role well.
As most of those in the
audience last Monday would
agree, one would be hard pressed
to find local talent in this idiom to
compare with OCE's HambourgMillion Duo.
This term's concert season has
barely begun and many more
concerts are scheduled for the
near future.
Don Adkins an OCE Senior, will
be performing the Kachiturian
Piano Concerto and the Dvorak
"Slavonic Dances" with John
Schrenk and Ruth Million at 5
p.m. Feb. 2. The next day guest
vocalist Tom Goleeke, tenor, will
present an evening concert in the
Music Hall Auditorium.
Lane Shetterly will present a
half-voice, half-piano recital
assisted by Connie Goettel next
month.
The Yamhill Little Singers
Feb. 10 w ill be performing in the
Music Hall at 8 p.m.

Lamron Writer
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Prof named to Who's Who
Dr. Richard A. Sorenson,
associate professor of music and
director of bands at OCE was
chosen to be included in the first
edition of the World Who's Who of
Musicians. The 1974 edition was
published by the International
Biographical Center in Cam
bridge, England.
Dr. Sorenson earned his B.A. at
the University of Northern Iowa,
M. Mus. Ed. at Eastman School
of Music and Ph.D. at the
University of Colorado. He taught
public school instrumental music
four years inlowa and was tuba
instructor at the University of
Colorado two years before
coming to OCE in 1969.
He has been active as clinician
and adjudicator in Iowa,
Colorado and Oregon and has

Hawn
stars
:

Edward Albert and
Goldie Hawn star in
Friday's campus movie
: "Butterflies Are Free."
: The movie will be shown at
: 6:15 p.m. and 9 p.m. in the
College Center Pacific
Room
Adapted from the suc
cessful stage play, the
movie is the love story of a
blind boy and a young girl.
The short feature will
star Harry Langdon in :
"Smile Please." Chapter 3 :
of the Buck Rogers series :
will also be shown.
Prices are $1 adults, 50 :
cents children ages 6 to 12 :
and less than 6 free.

been director of the Albany Civic
Band for the past three years. He
is also tubaist with the Salem
Symphony.
Professional organizations of
which he is a member include the
Music Educators
National
Conference, the College Band
Directors National Association,
the National Association of

Symphony
scheduled
The Oregon Symphonette will
perform at OCE at 8 p.m. Jan. 28
The assembly will be held in the
Pacific Room of the College
Center and is sponsored by
ASOCE in cooperation with the
National Endowment for the
Arts.
The first hour of the program
will be devoted to an open
rehearsal where OCE string
students will join in a few
selections.
There will be a fifteen minute
break at 9 p.m. followed by the
Oregon Symphonette concert.
Selections from Mozart, Rossini,
Barber and De Falla will be
performed.
Tickets can be purchased at the
College Center office.

Two changes have been made
in the Feb. 4 programming on
OCE's Channel 3 Cable TV ser
ving both Monmouth and OCE.
"Drift River Alaska," formerly
scheduled for 6 p.m., is being
changed to "All Kinds of People"
and at 6:30 p.m. "Beyond All
Barriers" will replace regulaly
scheduled "South Pacific Picture
Paradise."

J a n u a r y 23, 1975

and Calapooya Collage, which
features OCE teacher-poets and
writers.
With other members of the
Humanities staff, Dr. Soldati has
readings
and
conducted
workshops in Oregon high schools
and community colleges.
This is the first of two
Humanities Night programs for
winter term. All those interested
are invited to attend. There will
be no admission charge.
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When you're free:

THE MEN'S DEN
SALE GOES ON
WINTER COATS 30% OFF
SPECIAL RACK COATS

50%
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LONG SLEEVE
TURTLE NECKS
$400
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Show moved

Soldati to read poetry
Dr. Joseph A. Soldati, assistant
professor of Humanities, will
present a program titled "Poems
New and Used," a reading of his
own works, at Humanities Night,
6 p.m. Wednesday in the College
Center Willamette Room.
Soldati's poetry has appeared
or will shortly appear in various
literary magazines and journals,
deluding Prospect, Poetry of the
*ear, Spectrum, New Voices,
Corban, Oregon Speech Journal

College Wind and Percussion
Instructors and the National
Association of Jazz Educators.
He is also a member of the
professional and honorary music
fraternities, Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia, Kappa Kappa Psi and
Pi Kappa Lambda.

More than 250 people packed
the Music Hall auditorium
Monday, Jan. 20, to her an out
standing evening of music per
formed by the Hambourg-Million
Duo.
Consisting of Klemi Hambourg,
violinist, and Ruth Million,
pianist, the duo has performed
extensively in Western Oregon in
the last few years. Both are OCE
music professors. Their last
apperance on an OCE stage was
last winter, and Monday's recital
was we lcome return.
The program consisted of three
violin and piano sonatas by
Corelli, Beethoven and Paul
Hindemith. Concluding the
program was a set of three
shorter and lighter works plus an
encore number, "The Girl With
the Flaxen Hair" by Claude
Debussy.
The coming together of two
individual talents to create a new
talent actually greater than the
sum of its parts is exciting to
witness. Hambourg and Million,
each a talented musician in their
own right, combine to make an
excellent performing duo.
Hambourg, an experienced
performer,
was
excellent
throughout the program. He was
at home stylistically and
technically both with the
Beethoven and the Hindemith
sonata, barely fifty years old.

OFF

ALL PATTERN
SWEATER VESTS
Values
to $17.00 50% OFF
THE PANT RACK
Threads
For
Heads

No
matter
what kind of a
driver you are he
will insure you
for the most rea
sonable
price
with a strong,
practical policy.

(Casuals)
Over 300 pr.
to choose from

$Q99

ALL REMAINING STOCK
(Excluding Levi's)

At
Dickinson
Insurance
for
automobile cov
erage plans.

20%0

OFF

Your Appearance is
Our Business
221 E. Main St., Monmouth •
838-3521

DICKINSON
INSURANCE
Over 50 Years in Monmouth!'
DEPENDABLE INSURANCE
OF ALL KINDS
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Ed Stineff

105 E. Main St.
Monmouth, Oregon
Phone 838-0632
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Changes needed
By MIKE ROONEY
Lamron Sports Editor

I just couldn't help getting embarassed at the
beginning of the second half of last Saturday's game
with Central Washington State. But it didn't have a thing
to do with the way OCE was playing, because we were
down by only two points at that particular moment.
I was embarassed because the OCE athletic depart
ment is so eratic and disorganized that they can't even
hire someone who knows how to run the game clock.
Mishandling of the clock caused a four minute waiting
period at the beginning of the second half, which caused
players on both teams to stand around idly. I've seen a
number of different faculty members handling the
scoreboard this year with varying degrees of adeptness.
I imagine faculty members shudder when they see
head basketball coach Bob McCullough approaching
them with a searching look that goes along with the
question, "How would you like to be a scorekeeper?"
Instead of having reluctant faculty members as
timekeepers why not have one senior or junior hired for
fhe entire season. He or she could work all women, JV
and varsity games throughout the year so that there
would be someone who would know how to handle the job
to the point that very few mistakes would be made.
It wouldn't be at all hard to find someone dependable
that could learn how to run the clock right and be
available to run it for every basketball games played at
OCE. There are work study people everywhere who
were promised jobs through the work study program but
are being denied working hours. This leads me to
another problem.
No student should go without the aid they've been
promised. If there are some going without, then more
jobs should be created. Being a scorekeeper is just one
helpful job that could be initiated. Instead of hiring full
time workers in the cages to hand out PE equipment
why not hire dependable athletes on recommendations
from members of the coaching staff. This would create
many part time jobs in both the new and old gyms.
Maintenance people don't necessarily have to be fulltime workers. Students could handle the less technical
jobs like cutting the grass, watering and hedge trim
ming. It seems illogical for a school to continue habits
that don't support itself. I would think a school would
want to keep money within instead of hiring outside
people in the bookstore, student center, gyms and
campus grounds. Let's create more jobs for students
and keep students from dropping out because of
insufficient funds.

+++
When students from OCE go back to their hometowns
they should convey an attitude of pride and confidence.
Our students are the best recruiters we have. But two
ingredients are missing. One is pride, and the other that
develops pride is first-rate class.
I think it's pitiful that we show so little class. A threeinch-by-16 inch long wall chip remains unrepaired in the
southwest corner of the PE facility and has been there
for eight months. A three and a half year old building
shouldn't look shabby, with the walls cracking and
coming apart. The "No Smoking" signs in the gym are
really bad. They are written on cardboard and are hung
with several pieces of scotch tape. That's bush! Why not
put up permanent, neat, attractive signs that are used in
other parts of the building.
I think OCE should have lighted (sufficiently that is)
outdoor tennis courts. It's becoming more and more
popular and the fieldhouse closes at 10 p.m.
Hair blowers in the men's locker room should be in
stalled. A hair blower is not a luxury, it is a necessity
Athletes are very susceptible to colds after they've
showered and have wet hair. A couple of hair dryers
would cut down on colds considerably.
Take a look at Pacific University's gym -- complete
with sauna, huge, 12-inch wide wall lockers and a hair
dryer at every turn. Portland State is the same as is
Willamette. You can't even fit a tennis racket and a pair
of football shoes into the skinny lockers in our gym
without crushing something. A few additions would be
good for the 01'school pride.
The last thing I will suggest is to give a name to our
gym. Instead of continually calling it the "new gym,"
let's try dedicating it to someone who has contributed'a
great deal to the school and its sports. How about, "Dr.
William McArther Fieldhouse." Call it "Mac House" for
short. I think it's a fitting tribute to Dr. McArther for 27
years of service at OCE.

Lamron photo by JERRY COTTER

OCE swimmers preparing themselves for coming action.

Listen to our
best rock speaker,
Then listento our
best chamber
music speaker.
They're the same!
If you're into rock,
you'll appreciate
BIC VENTURI's firm,
dramatic bass. They
give you more sound
power per watt, too.
And they handle more
watts. The Formula 6
safely delivers up to
1300% more sound
power than acoustic
suspension types.
Chamber music
connoisseurs will
appreciate their clean
accurate sound, even
at low levels, where
other speakers fade
out abruptly.
An exclusive circuit
-DYNAMIC TONAL
COMPENSATION compen
sates precisely for
your ear's bass and
treble deficiencies
at low volume.

FANTASTIC
JANUARY
BEDROOM SETS

Modern

Dresser, mirror, chest, head board,
night stand.
Rcg, $45,.50

*349

7 PIECE MAPLE DINING SET

'239
$60

Reg. $329

SAVE

on a

Self-cleaning
Westinghouse

DAM/T
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SOFA and matching CHAIR
Herculon Fabric
Reg. $469.95
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BIC VENTURI

ROLL TOP DESK
with hutch
Reg. $329.95
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$

ALL LAMPS, PICTURES
& MIRRORS 20% OFF

Monmouth
Furniture Co.
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A NEW HIGH IN SOUND
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364-3289
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Reupholstering
Complete home furnishings
CarPet& linoleum installation

225 E. Main
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838-0620
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By STEVE GEIGER
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Lamron Writer

win two, lose two in California

Thursday, Jan. 16, and Davis
Davie
.... .,
Davis pointed out
that the
State College and Humbolt State
wrestlers were getting a little
OCE s
wrestling
squad College in Areata, Saturday, Jan. worn down when the final two
lo.
returned from a trip to California
matches came around, and,
OCE found the going fairlv although they did lose a few very
last week after splitting four dual
matches with four California easy in the first part of the trip, close decisions in the finaT
defeating Sacramento 34-8 and
teams.
matches, they may have been
The Wolves left Monmouth San Jose State 18-15.
beaten because they were tired.
However, on Saturday, an. 18,
Tuesday, Jan. 14, to begin a six
"Another thing this trip gave us
day road swing to Sacramento, the Wolves faced two matches in was experience," Davis com
San Jose and Areata. The team one day and went down to defeat mented. "We lost the same close
took on Sacramento State in 20-14 and 31-6 to Davis State and decisions in the last two matches
Sacramento Wednesday, Jan. 15, Humbolt.
because the guys were too tired to
Heavyweight Steve Sears was concentrate. Now they know that
San Jose State in San Jose!
the most consistant wrestler they are going to have to
throughout the trip as he has been concentrate more when the going
most of the season. Sears won all gets tough, which is going to
tour of his matches, one by a pin make us a better team."
,n
in the leadoff match
—
against
The Wolves will need all the
bacramento and the other three experience and added strength
by decisions.
they can get tonight, Jan. 23
Rich Rolen also continued his
OCE's swimming team took a winning ways in the 158-pound when they meet Eastern
fourth place finish in the Lewis class as he won three out of four Washington in the NPE Gym at
and Clark Relays in Lake Oswego matches, losing only a decision to 7:30 p.m.
Eastern Washington was the
Friday, Jan. 17, as they finished Gary Ballard of Humbolt in the
behind first place Portland State trips final match, 3-2. Rolen
by 30 points.
pinned his opponent in the
The Wolves had four first place Sacramento
clash,
then
finishes out of 15 relay events, decisioned both his San Jose and
including the women's 200 yard Davis State foes.
medley, 800 yard freestyle, 100
Warren Hughes and Kim
The OCE women's bowling
yard back crawl and Women's Landis were the only other team scored a victory over
200 yard freestyle relay. The 800 wrestlers from OCE to win as Oregon State by winning two of
yard freestyle and 100 yard many as two matches. Hughes the three games and registering
backup crawl were mixed events. took two decisions, one from highest total pin count, when the
Janie Holmes of OCE was in Sacramento State and another two teams met at Pioneer Lanes
each of the four events which against San Jose. Landis also Jan. 9.
OCE won in the meet. Holmes won a decision in Sacramento
OCE men's team tied with
also competed in two other relays and another against Humbolt. OSU, taking two games, but the
with OCE coming in third in each Hughes also gained a tie against Beavers took the first game of the
of them.
series and total pin count to make
his Davis State counterpart.
The Wolves ended the meet
Head coach Gale Davis felt the the score 2-2.
winning the four individual trip to California was beneficial
In the women's match, fresh
relays, plus getting one second, to his team in that it gave the man Nancy Ritz was the high
two thirds and a fourth.
grapplers a lot of needed scorer with 504 points. Delia
Katon scored 480 to lead other
Kathy Bryant competed in experience.
three of the winning events for
"The trip to California made us team members Linda Mitchell,
OCE along with Nancy Lathers. a better team," Davis said, Nancy Pullman and Pam Rehm.
In the men's match, OSU came
Shelley Lutes also helped out in "Even the losses to Davis State
two of OCE's winning events.
and Humbolt State improved us." out strong in the match,
Final scores of the meet were
"It showed the wrestlers that averaging 206 per man. OCE
Portland State 180, Lewis and they are going to be wrestling came back strong in the next two
Clark 158, Whitman 154, OCE 150, some bigger schools this year and games. Roger LeClair scored 581
Southern Oregon 116, Whit worth that they are going to have to be for the three games, Len Peavey
561, Ken Tamura 550, Tom
110, Pacific 104 and Linfield 22. in better shape to beat them."
Gardner 543 and Gary Jacob 443.

Swimmers
place fourth

Women bowlers
defeat OSU

number five finisher in the NAIA
championships last year and
have a grappler on the team who
was runner-up for the national
championship.
^ Despite the impressive finish of
Eastern Washington last year,
Davis looks for a very close
match and doesn't rule out the
possibility of OCE winning it.
The grapplers will face another
hearty opponent tomorrow night.
Jan. 24, when they travel to
McMinnville to take on Linfield
College, then again take to the
road Saturday, Jan. 25, when
they will participate in the
Portland State
University
Tournament in Portland.

Other
winners
in
the
Sacramento State match were
Frank Smyth at 118, Roger Rolen
at 135, Kevin Derwitsch at 167
and Larry Monagon at 190. Jon
Parson tied his Sacramento State
opponent at 126.
Parson won his match at 126
against his San Jose opponent,
and was followed by Terry
Danielson at 150 and Dalton
Johnson at 190 as the other vic
tors in the clash.
Don Clapper won the 118 class
against Davis State for the only
other OCE victory in the match
Warren Hughes at 177 and Dalton
Johnson at 190 also tied their
opponents.

DATA TYPE & RESEARCH SERVICE
2 Sylvan St. - Rutherford, N. J. 07070
(201) 933-6222

Termpaper & Thesis Research - Lowest Rates From $2.50 pg
^^JVlon.-T ri. 9:30-6 -- Sat. 10-4 -- Campus Jobs Available

IN INDEPENDENCE

\/£EWEE SHop
"We Babv Your Bug"

"Our Work & Prices
Are Second to None"
COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR
MAJOR MOTOR OVERHAUL
PAINT AND BODY WORK
TUNE UPS

838-9979
300 N M»in, Indp

Term Papers: C a n a d a ' s l a r g e s t s e r v i c e .
F o r c a t a l o g u e s e n d $2 t o : E s s a y
Services, 57 Spadina Ave., No. 208,
Toronto, Ontario, C a n a d a

Wanted: Baby c r i b a n d f u r n i t u r e . P r e f e r
Jenny Lynn type spool crib. Call 838

For Sale: Indian jewelry
silver
turquoise, coral, necklaces, b r a c e l e t s
rings, e a r r i n g s . See The Red Vase, 113
E. Main St., Monmouth.
For Sale: '57 vw c a m p e r Good con
dition. $500 o r best offer. Must sell by
Feb. 20 Call Cam 363 7450.

2728.

Math Tutoring: Calculus specialty, also
a l g e b r a , trig, differential equations,
o t h e r c o u r s e s . F r e e to v e t s through
VA. T e a c h i n g , a n d t u t o r i n g e x
p e r i e n c e ; excellent r e f e r e n c e s . Call
753 0164, Corvallis.
For Sale: Epiphone 12 s t r i n g g u i t a r a n d
case 1974 model, $200.
Phone 838
3492.

For Sale: E P w a t e r ski. Used only o n e
season. $90. Call Dan Farley at 838
9998.

For Sale: '65 Pontiac G r a n d Prix Nice
interior a n d in good mechanical
condition. P h o n e Dap F a r l e y 838
9998.

For Sale: Caravell l a m e n a t e d s k i s with
s t e p in bindings a n d poles. $30. L e a v e
name and phone number in SPO 1051.

ACTION
THEATRE
Many different films
for your viewing
.
11-11 d a i l y
1-7 S u n d a y

Rated

UNDERGROUND
COMICS
In assorted brands including 'Zap' and
'Freak Brothers'
Join our new swingers club
(inquire at store)

L a m r o n photo by DON S P I E G E L

Head basketball coach Bob McCullough gives last minute Instructions to team members
during a break In the action.

J a n u a r y 23, 1975

P h . 364-0792
175 C o m m e r c i a l N . E . , S a l e m
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Wolves bow to CWSC;face
By MIKK ROONKY
Lamron Sports Editor

OCE's basketball team tried to
play the role of David last
Saturday night against Central
Washington but Goliath just
wouldn't fall. The lanky Wildcats
from Ellensburg were too much
for the pesky Wolves as they
turned it on late to outlast the
host's 69-55.
The Wolves, playing at their
home court, gave the men from
CWSC trouble as they jumped
into a 10-2 lead after four minutes
had elapsed. Mike O'Conner and

Track team
to compete
A total of 21 runners from OCE
will compete in the 1975 Portland
Indoor Invitational Track Meet
this Saturday at the Memorial
Coliseum in Portland.
Two of them, Dale Barker and
Bob Schneider, will run in the
night meet in a special mile for
small and community college
runners.
All others will compete in the
Developmental Meet, which is
held for open, college and high
school runners, beginning at 11
a.m.
Ziemorr Harris, Norma Pillias
and Sandy Herbert will all run in
the 60 yard dash. Dave Castle and
Robert Henslee will represent the
OCE men in the mile, while
Debbie Brundige will be there for
the women.
Jeanie Zumwalt will compete
in the women's 500 yd. dash. Greg
Proctor will handle the same for
the men. Stan Teerman will team
with Bruce Lang in running the
100C yd. run.
Chris Fatland, Steve Carrigg
and Jerry Easton will run in the
2-mile. Dennis Pennington will
compete in the pole vault and Lee
Reed will double in the long jump
and triple jump.
In the shot put Lloyd Graves
will compete for the men, and
Betty Ledgerwood, Kathy Bryant
and Anne Wells will throw for the
women.
Coach Don Spinas stressed that
although he expects "decent
performances" from all his
competitors, this is strictly a
meet tobreak up the monotany of
a long training season.
"They should be able to per
form at a point where they should
be in their training program at
this time," Spinas said.

Gary Lathen each bucketed from
mortar distance twice each
before Central's Steve Page
began to perform his shooting
artistry. The junior guard hit the
Wildcats first ten points on his
way to a 17 point scoring night.
Down by as many as eight in
the first stanza the home team
rallied in the closing minutes of
the first half on the sharp passing
of Lathen and sparkplug guard
Dorsey Smith. Lathen, who had
five assists on the game, dealt
three gifts to Dean Marek under
the basket for easy lay-ups.
Midway into the half Lathen
picked up the scoring load while
Page, the sixth leading scorer
in the conference, bombed away
from the outside. The Wolves
missed the scoring punch of
O'Conner because he'd drawn
three fouls and was pulled out of
the game until a later time.

Playing without the third
leading scorer in the Evergreen
Conference, Ned Delmore, the
Wildcats had to rely on big men
Les Wyatt and Dave McDow to do
some extra
scoring
and
rebounding.
Delmore
was
removed from the active list
because of the flu and had to miss
the trip.
Trailing by only two at inter
mission, the Wolves were to come
no closer. Wyatt began putting
the ball in the hoop a little too
often for the hometowners taste.
He hit six of seven from the field
while canning seven of nine from
the free throw stripe to complete
his game-high point output of 19.
Gary Johnson never did quite
get on track as he managed to hit
only one of the five shots he took.
Before the Central game Johnson
was fourth in the conference in
scoring with a 16.2 average for

home games

ten games. Johnson leads the
conference in percentage from
the free throw line hitting on .875
of his shots from the free throw
stripe.
The Wolves now prepare for
two weekends in a row at home.
This weekend it will be OIT on
Friday night and Southern
Oregon the following evening.
OIT is rated as the best team in
the district as well as the North
west. They boast the talent of
super sophomore Herb McEachin
who led them to the national
playoffs a year ago.
High scoring Jeri Marshall
maintains a 16.5 scoring clip
while tallying 215 points in 13
games. Henry "The Helicopter"
White
adds
scoring
and
rebounding to the Owls attack.
He's averaging 14.8 points a
contest while grabbing an
average of 9.7 rebounds a game.

McEachin is just ahead of White
in the rebounding department
with a per game average of 10.l.
The powerhouse Owls have five
players getting more than io
points a game. The other two are
Lenny Williams at 13.2 and part
time starter Bill Coon at 12.5.
Dick Carpenter is seventh in the
conference in rebounding with an
8.9 average. The Owls own a 13-1
record going into this weekend's
league games.
In Southern Oregon the Wolves
have a weaker foe. The Red
Raiders hold a meager 2-12
record on the year while getting
blanked in league play. Big left
hander Mike Janetch provides
the Red Raiders with a good deal
of scoring punch inside while
Jesuit High grad Tim O'Conner
has been known to hit from
anywhere on the hardwood. All
varsity games begin at 7:30 p.m.

The Air Force ROTC
College Program has 3
tilings to offer that other
college programs don't.
1. Scholarships.
2. $100 monthly allowance.
3. Flying lessons leading
to jet training.

OPE gym open
more hours
The OCE handball courts and
DPE gym will be opened for
additional hours beginning this
weekend.
Student government efforts
have nearly doubled the hours the
facilities will be open. The new
hours are from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. on
Saturdays and 1 p.m. to 9 p.m. on
Sunday. Collge students will have
priority in all open areas. The
cage will not be opened.

Women cagers
at home
OCE's women cagers will
take to the road this week for
three games before they return
home Thursday, Jan. 30, when
they take on the women from
Willamette University in a game
beginning at 7 p.m. in the NPE
gymnasium.
The basketball team is coming
off a string of three straight
losses. The varsity lost to OSU
Tuesday, Jan. 21, by a score of 7057, while the JV's were trounced
42-28. Friday, Jan. 17, the team
lost to both Lane Community
College and the University of
Oregon.

Enroll in Air Force ROTC.
Contact MAJOR LOUDERBACK
At College Center - 9AM - 3 PM
PUT IT ALL TOGETHER IN AIR FORCE ROTC
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